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ABSTRACT: Understanding of Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) in thin films composed of quantum dots (QDs) is of
fundamental and technological significance in optimal design of QD
based optoelectronic devices. The separation between QDs in the
densely packed films is usually smaller than the size of QDs, so that
the simple point−dipole approximation, widely used in the
conventional approach, can no longer offer quantitative description
of the FRET dynamics in such systems. Here, we report the
investigations of the FRET dynamics in densely packed films
composed of multisized CdSe QDs using ultrafast transient
absorption spectroscopy and theoretical modeling. Pairwise interdot transfer time was determined in the range of 1.5 to 2 ns
by spectral analyses which enable separation of the FRET contribution from intrinsic exciton decay. A rational model is suggested
by taking into account the distribution of the electronic transition densities in the dots and using the film morphology revealed by
AFM images. The FRET dynamics predicted by the model are in good quantitative agreement with experimental observations
without adjustable parameters. Finally, we use our theoretical model to calculate dynamics of directed energy transfer in ordered
multilayer QD films, which we also observe experimentally. The Monte Carlo simulations reveal that three ideal QD monolayers
can provide exciton funneling efficiency above 80% from the most distant layer. Thereby, utilization of directed energy transfer
can significantly improve light harvesting efficiency of QD devices.

■ INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) hold promises for a broad
spectrum of applications. For example, QDs are novel light
harvesters for next generation solar cells due to their high
extinction coefficient, ability to generate multiple excitons, size-
dependent tunability of bandgap, and high stability.1−8 They
are also efficient light emitters, and therefore can be used in
fabrication of light-emitting diodes and QD lasers.9−11 In the
development of such devices, QDs are often densely packed to
form a thin film with strong absorption or emission. Förster
resonant energy transfer (FRET) induced by electronic
coupling between QDs is an essential process for function of
such devices.12 Since the process has a significant impact on
optoelectronic properties of QD layers, detailed understanding
of FRET, its dynamic features in particular, is of both
fundamental and technological importance. For instance, in
conventional Graẗzel-type QD sensitized solar cells, electron
injection occurs from directly attached QDs to acceptors.
Although this process can be fast (∼ps), the overall efficiency of
the solar cells is likely limited by insufficient utilization of the
sun light with monolayer QDs coverage.13 The problem can be
solved by using band gap-controlled multilayered QDs where
energy is funneled toward electrodes via FRET.14−16

FRET is a vital process in photosynthetic light harvesting17

and has been widely used to describe excitation dynamics in
conjugated polymers as well.18 Time-resolved fluorescence
studies of the films of QDs with different sizes have provided
clear evidence for FRET from smaller to larger size QDs.15

Time-constant of such transfer depends strongly on the system
and has been reported to be from about a nanosecond down to
few tens of picoseconds.16,19−25

It is generally accepted that the usual point dipole
approximation in FRET is valid if the excitation donor and
acceptor separation is significantly larger than the size of them.
In cases of closely lying molecular donor−acceptor systems,
various refinements to the approximation have been suggested,
like atom-centered transition monopoles,26,27 continuous
transition densities,28 or partial dipoles.29 Already, early studies
of FRET in QD films pointed out that higher multipole
interactions should probably be considered for the excitation
transfer between closely packed QDs.30 However, to the best of
our knowledge no such attempts have been reported so far.
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Here we calculate FRET between QDs by taking into
account the distribution of the dipole moment over the volume
of QD. We show that the approach gives an important
correction to the FRET if the QDs are closer than
approximately three QD diametersthe usual case in densely
packed QD films. To compare the refined theory and
experiments, we use transient absorption (TA) measurements
and apply time-dependent species associated spectral analyses
which enables disentanglement of intrinsic exciton recombina-
tion from FRET. The experimental work is supplemented by
Monte Carlo simulations of mixed QD films resembling the
studied random samples. We use the calculations to determine
the FRET rate distribution and dynamics with a very good
agreement between theory and experiment.
Finally, to demonstrate implications of our findings on the

energy transfer in QD systems, we experimentally and
theoretically study directed FRET in ordered QD layers and
show that QD layers, which are sequentially deposited, can
yield exciton collection efficiency above 80%. The theoretical
results are in good agreement with our experimental
observations in the ordered multilayer QD films.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation and Characterization of Samples. Oleic acid-

capped CdSe QDs were synthesized using previously reported
methods.31 Size of the QDs was tuned by controlling the reaction
temperature. In this work, reaction temperatures 220, 280, and 320 °C
were used to obtain QDs with the diameter of 2.3, 3.7, and 6.7 nm,
respectively. All the as-synthesized QDs were able to be dispersed
stably in toluene with the concentration of 10 mM as stock solution.
Multisized QD films were prepared by two methods. In the first

method, two sizes of QDs were mixed at 1:1 volume ratio, and then
spin-coated onto a glass substrate at a spinning rate of 1000 rpm for
30 s. Afterward 10% 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) in methanol
was spin-coated at the same conditions to exchange the oleic acid

capping agent of the as-obtained QDs. Then the film was rinsed using
methanol and toluene to remove excessive QDs and MPA. This
deposition process is repeated several times to form a thick layer of
QDs. All results presented here were measured on samples prepared
by this method.

In the second method, the capping agent of QDs was directly
exchanged after synthesis by MPA using a previously reported method
and redispersed in ethanol.31 A mixture of two sizes of MPA-capped
QDs in solution (1:1 volume ratio) was then spin-coated onto glass
substrate at 1000 rpm for 30 s without further treatment. The second
method was used to verify that original QD capping (oleic acid) does
not affect the QD−QD distance in the resulting film, thus affecting the
FRET rate (Supporting Information).

The morphology of multisized QD assemblies was imaged in the
tapping mode by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (AFM 5500
System, Agilent Technologies) and a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) (SU8010, HITACHI, resolution 1 nm) with accelerating
voltage of 10 kV and working distance of 3.5 mm.

Steady-State Spectroscopy. Ground-state absorption spectra
were measured in a UV−vis absorption spectrometer (Agilent 845x).
Steady-state photoluminescence (PL) of the QD films and colloidal
solutions was measured using a standard spectrophotometer (Spex
1681) with excitation at 470 nm (steady-state characterization) and
420 nm (ordered multilayer film study) under N2 atmosphere.

Transient Absorption Kinetics. Transient absorption kinetics
was recorded using a standard pump−probe setup as in our previous
study.31 Laser pulses (800 nm, 80 fs pulse length, 1 kHz repetition
rate) were generated by a regenerative amplifier (Spitfire XP) seeded
by a femtosecond oscillator (Tsunami, both Spectra Physics).
Excitation pulses at the wavelength of 430 nm were acquired using
an optical parametric amplifier (Topas C, Light Conversion). The
excitation photon flux used of 2 × 1014 photons/cm2/pulse
corresponds to ⟨N⟩ ∼ 0.2−0.35 (the mean number of excited e−h
pairs per QD), depending on the QD size. The probe pulses (broad
supercontinuum spectrum) were generated from the 800 nm pulses in
a sapphire plate and split by a beam splitter into probe pulse and a
reference pulse. The probe pulse and the reference pulse were

Figure 1. Steady-state spectroscopy. (a) Absorption and photoluminescence (blue lines) spectra of CdSe QDs with three different mean sizes (A:
2.3 nm; B: 3.7 nm; C: 6.6 nm). (b) Absorption spectra and (c) photoluminescence (λexc = 470 nm) of colloidal CdSe QDs A (yellow), B (orange),
QDs A+B (wine) (1:1 molar ratio), and QDs A (blue), QDs B (green), QDs A+B (purple) deposited onto glass (black). The left axis corresponds to
the colloidal solution and the right axis to the film samples. (d) Schematic illustration of FRET within a two-sized QD system in solution form and
thin film form.
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dispersed in a spectrograph and detected by a diode array (Pascher
Instruments). Colloidal samples with typical optical density (OD) of
0.2 at first exciton peak were measured in a static cell (1 mm pathway).
Thin film samples (typical OD of 0.02 at first exciton peak) were
measured in a nitrogen atmosphere to avoid possible oxidation of
QDs.32

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Steady-State Spectroscopy. Three sizes of CdSe QDs

were employed in our study. Figure 1a shows the UV−vis
absorption and photoluminescence spectra of each size of QDs
in a colloidal form. The absorption spectra of all samples exhibit
clear band-like exciton peak due to strong quantum confine-
ment.26 The mean size of each QD can be estimated by the
position of the band-edge absorption peaks (493, 575, and
635 nm) to be 2.3 nm (defined as QDs A), 3.7 nm (defined as
QDs B), and 6.6 nm (defined as QDs C), respectively.33 The
narrow width (∼25 nm) in all emission spectra (blue lines in
Figure 1a) indicates that the synthesized QDs are uniform with
only a small size variation. In addition, except for a weak red-
shifted photoluminescence detected in the QD A, almost no
defect-related band is observed, indicating good surface
passivation and a very limited amount of defects in the QDs.
We prepared colloidal solutions and thin films of the QDs

where two different sizes of the dots are used. Samples with
three different two-size combinations (i.e., A+B, A+C, B+C)
were obtained. The absorption spectrum of the mixture of the
QDs corresponds well to the sum of the corresponding pure
QD spectra both as a solution and as a film (e.g., Figure 1b for
the mixture of QDs A+B).
The emission spectrum of the mixture in solution is nearly

the same as the sum of the emissions of the two samples with
different sizes. At the same time the emission of the mixture
film shows a typical indication of FRET (see Figure 1c): energy
transfer from smaller to larger QDs manifests itself as a
significant reduction of the blue emission accompanied by an
increase of the red emission. The ratio between red and blue

emission for thin film samples (7.4) is much higher than that
for mixed solution form (3.5) or in the case of separately
measured single-sized colloidal QDs (2.5). Note that the
difference between the ratios in mixed solution form (3.5) and
separated solutions (2.5) can be fully explained by reabsorption
of emitted photoluminescence on the blue side, not FRET
(Supporting Information). This effect is observable in solution
due to a rather high OD (0.2 at first exciton peak). The effect is
negligible in thin film samples with a significantly lower OD
(∼0.02 at first exciton peak).
Hence, the steady-state spectroscopy has led to a conclusion

that FRET between QDs likely occurs in the thin film samples
as illustrated in Figure 1d. However, the steady-state spectra do
not provide a full proof of FRETchanges in emission can
partly originate from trap states formed during deposition of
QD films. Second, steady-state spectroscopy cannot reveal time
scales of the FRET processes. Therefore, our analysis of the
energy transfer will rely on transient absorption measurements
as described below.

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. The FRET dynam-
ics in multisized QD mixtures were investigated by TA
spectroscopy. The TA spectra of single-sized QDs show strong
bleach at the band-edge absorption region (Supporting
Information). This is caused by the state filling of 1S electron
states of the conduction band after photoexcitation. The
recovery of the bleach takes place on a nanosecond time scale
(mean lifetimes of 24−28 ns; see Supporting Information), in
line with our previous results.15,31,34

In two-sized QD systems the excitation does not have
selectivity therefore the initial bleach of the band edge exciton
transition occurs in both QDs. In many previous studies,
analysis has been based on comparing differences between the
mean excited state lifetimes in single-sized and mixed films
providing information about FRET. Here we perform time
dependent species associated spectral analyses.35 First we
measure TA spectra for different delays t for each size of QD

Figure 2. Comparison of TA spectra and fittings for mixed QDs in the solution and solid thin film forms. (a) TA spectra of single-sized QDs A (blue
line), B (green line), C (red line), and mixed QDs A+B+C (open circles) in colloidal form at a time delay of 1 ns. The black line refers to the optimal
fitting of mixed QDs A+B+C solution by a sum of single-color spectra (A ∼ C) for the same delay. (b) TA spectra of single-sized QDs A, B, and C
and mixed QDs A+B (open circles) deposited on glass at a time delay of 1 ns. The black line refers to the optimal fitting by the same method. Lower
panels of (a) and (b) show the dependence of contribution of each color on pump−probe delay corresponding to (A+B+C) solution and (A+B)
film, respectively.
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separately (ΔαA(t), ΔαB(t), ΔαC(t)) and then for two-size
mixtures (A+B, A+C, B+C). In the following we explain the
procedure using the TA spectrum of A+B mixture, ΔαA+B(t), as
an example. All other mixtures are analyzed in the same way.
For all measured delays t we fit the TA spectrum of mixture

ΔαA+B (t) as a sum of TA spectra of each size of QD at the
same delay (ΔαA(t) and ΔαB(t)):

α α αΔ = Δ + Δ+ t k t t k t t( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A B A A B B (1)

It is worth stressing that in the analysis the mixtures of QDs in
solutions were always fitted by single-sized QD solutions and,
analogously, the mixed films were only fitted by the single-sized
QD films. The single-sized spectra were cropped in regions,
where the respective QDs do not display any signal. By doing
this we reduced the noise of fitted coefficients kA,B(t).
We can rescale the fitting coefficients kA,B(t) from eq 1

according to their value close to the zero delay kA,B(0).The ratio
kA,B(t)/kA,B(0), which we will hereafter call as “ratio of the
single-color spectrum” gives us important information about
FRET dynamics. If there is no FRET present in the system, the
ratios will stay constant, because the time evolution of ΔαA(t)
and ΔαB(t) already includes the intrinsic decay of excitons in
QDs due to fluorescence, surface trapping, photocharging, or a
rapid Auger recombination.36,37 We will later demonstrate it for
a diluted colloidal sample. The time dependences of the
kA,B(t)/kA,B(0) ratio corresponds to the FRET-related change of
the excited state population in A and B relative to their initial
excitation. We even obtain quantitative scale of FRET as we can
compare decrease of TA signal, i.e., population, of donor QDs
(here A) compared to their initial population. Note that the
corresponding increase in the acceptor part (here B) can have
different amplitude, as it is normalized to the initial population
of acceptors.
As we have mentioned already, for a mixture of non-

interacting QDs, we should observe a constant ratio kA,B(t)/
kA,B(0) for all delays. To verify this expectation, we have
recorded the TA spectra of each single-size QDs and a mixture
of QDs (A+B+C) in diluted solutions. Figure 2a illustrates the
methodology used in the fittings. For one chosen delay (1 ns in
this case), we fit the total TA spectrum (open circles) as a sum
of single-color spectra (blue, green, and red line). We can see
that the total fit (black line) reproduces the measured data very
well. Apparently, the ratio of excited colors also stays constant
over the whole time rangein this case from 1 ps up to 10 ns,
i.e., 4 orders of magnitude. This is clear proof that there is no
exciton migration in this mixture.
On the contrary, after deposition as solid film, the same

procedure with a two-size mixture of QDs shows significant
changes of single size ratios (see Figure 2b). This is illustrated
by an example of QDs A+B in a thin-film form. The spectrum
ratio of QDs A (2.3 nm) decreases, accompanied by an increase
of spectrum ratio of QDs B (3.7 nm). Both kinetics are very
similar. In addition to the previously presented steady-state
spectroscopy measurements, these measurements and analysis
add quantitative information about the FRET dynamics from
small QDs to larger QDs.
In order to compare our results with the previously published

transfer rates in the literature, we have fitted both donor and
acceptor k kinetics by a single exponential decay/growth,
leading to the same lifetime of (1.5 ± 0.5) ns, which is an
expected FRET time in a closely packed film of QDs. However,
this single FRET lifetime, as we will show later, is only a very
simple sketch of the true dynamics.

We analyzed the other two combinations of QDs (B+C, A
+C) in the same fashion. The results shown in Figure 3 are

analogous and lead to a mean ET lifetime of (2.0 ± 0.8) ns and
(1.5 ± 0.6) ns for (B+C) and (A+C) systems, respectively.
Obviously, the trend of the ET time cannot be simply related to
the center-to-center distances between the QDs where DB∼C >
DA∼C > DA∼B, which itself should lead to approximately 1/r6

dependence of lifetimes on the distances. In the following part,
we will present a rigorous model taking into account all the
possible parameters in randomly arranged QD systems, which
will rationalize the observed FRET rates. We will also show that
describing the FRET in closely packed QD films by a simple
model of ideally stacked QDs and point dipoles is insufficient.

Role of Dipole Distribution in FRET between QDs. The
standard FRET theory calculates energy transport rate between
two point dipoles as12

τ π μ μ θ= =
ℏ

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠k R n K1/ /

2
ET ET DA

6 4
D
2

A
2 2

(2)

where μA and μD are the donor and acceptor transition dipoles,
RDA is the distance between donor and acceptor, Θ is the
spectral overlap integral between normalized donor emission
and acceptor absorption line shapes, κ2 refers to the orientation
factor of the dipole−dipole interaction, and n is the medium’s
refractive index. This is a valid approach for two QDs (or any
systems) separated by a distance much larger than their own
dimensions. However, in densely packed QD film the distance
between QDs can be very small and, as we will show in the
following paragraphs, the precondition of the point−dipole
approximation is not satisfied.
Wave functions of electrons and holes in a QD are

distributed over the whole QD volume. The infinite-barrier
model of spherical QD implies that radial dependence of the
wave function of an exciton in a QD features the Bessel
function shape. For the lowest excited state of a QD with radius
R, we can use38

Figure 3. Dynamics of the contribution of each size of QDs to the
total TA signal measured within two-size-mixed QDs deposited on
glasses: (a) QDs A+B, (b) QDs B+C, and (c) QDs A+C. Open circles
correspond to the ratios kA,B(t)/kA,B(0) from the species associated
spectral analyses, and solid lines are the exponential fits (see text for
detail).
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ρ =
π

π

( )
( )

r( )
1

Norm

sin r
R

r
R (3)

Then dipole moment density D(r) can be evaluated as D(r)
∝ ρ(r). D(r) drops quickly with increasing distance from QD
center (see Figure 4a, lower inset), but still the distribution can
influence interaction of two close QDs.
In order to incorporate the dipole distribution into the FRET

theory, we have modified the “1/r6” term, which we will
hereafter call “distance term”. Namely, to evaluate FRET
between two QDs with a center-to-center distance of rCC we
have carried out numerical integration of a dipole−dipole
interaction (proportional to 1/r3) over the volume of the two
QDs in spherical coordinates:

∫ ∫ φ θ

φ θ φ φ

=
−φ θ φ θ

V r
r r

D r

D r r r

( )
1

( )
( , , )

( , , ) sin( ) sin( )

r r
CC

, , , , 1 2
3 1 1 1

2 2 2 1 1
2

2 2
2

1 1 1 2 2 2

(4)

Each QD is divided into more than 20 segments along three
spherical coordinates with the respective contribution weighted
by a Jacobian. Division into 20 segments is sufficient for
calculation convergence if rCC is larger than 1.1 QD diameter.
In other words, we divide each QD into 8000 point dipoles and
calculated the dipole interaction term between each of them. In
the end, the contribution from all segments is summed up and

|V(rCC)|
2 is calculated, since the transfer rate is proportional to

the square of interaction in the Fermi’s golden rule.
Figure 4a compares the distance term of FRET rate based on

the numerical calculation of two approaches: one employs the
dipole moment distributed as the Bessel function (red squares),
and the second one uses the standard point dipole moment
density (black squares). The calculation was done for FRET
distance term between A-type QD (size of 2.3 nm) and B-type
QD (size of 3.7 nm). As expected, for a large distance between
QDs, the point−dipole approximation is sufficient and both
calculations lead to the same results. However, for distances less
than 10 nm, the point−dipole theory underestimates the
resulting FRET rate. This is due to increased interaction
between close parts of the QDs, where the distance is now
significantly shorter compared to the center-to-center distance.
For closely stacked QDs, the correction of the distance term on
Bessel distribution can be more than 50%.

Role of Morphology in FRET between QDs. Another
important aspect of FRET rate calculations in a closely packed
film is realistic QD−QD distance determination. Commonly, a
QD film is approximated by ideally stacked QD layers. Our
AFM measurements (Figure 4c) show that in our case the films
are quite far from this ideal model.
The morphology of the QD film is affected by its

preparation. After spin coating onto the substrate, the capping
agent OA was exchanged with MPA in order to immobilize the
QDs for periodic deposition. Since OA (1.4 nm) is longer than

Figure 4. Simulation and AFM characterization of realistic QD thin films. (a) Distance term of FRET for δ-function approximation (1/r6, black
points) and Bessel function model (red points)see inset in the middle for the corresponding density of dipole moments in the models. Upper
inset: ratio between distance terms obtained via Bessel function and δ-function models. (b) Simulated deposition of two sizes of QDs into a random
layer. The deposition leads to a distribution in the donor−acceptor distance. The distance to the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, ..., and nth acceptor is determined for
30 layers (100 QDs in the center of the layer). (c) AFM images of real mixed QDs (A+B) deposited on the silicon wafer, and the inset with larger
magnification shows two neighboring QDs (A and B) with a center−center distance of 4 nm.
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MPA (0.5 nm), after ligand exchange, QDs tend to aggregate
into clusters to release the extra interdot space (Figure 4c)
which is analogous to previously reported results.39 The size of
these clusters is around 50 nm, and within a cluster compact,
individual QDs can still be identified by high-resolution AFM
images. See, for example, the inset image in Figure 4c. In
addition, the inset illustrates a typical case of closely attached A
and B QDs showing that the center-to-center distance is about
4 nm. Considering that the radius of the two QDs is 1.15 and
1.85 nm gives the separation distance of 1 nm, which is exactly
the length of two capping agent MPA molecules (Supporting
Information).
We have simulated QD deposition in a way which mimics

this real case. During the simulation, initially a random layer of
QDs is placed at the bottom (zero level). Consequently new
QDs are “deposited” on top of the first layer in random
positions to fill all possible vacant places. The random
deposition is repeated several times until a thick layer of QDs
is obtained. An example of such a layer is depicted in Figure 4b.
For each case we have prepared about 30 different random
layers. As the next step, we pick 100 QDs inside the random
layer which gives a similar dimension of the QD cluster as the
real case (Figure 4c). For each QD in the cluster we determine
the center-to-center distance to the closest QD, second closest
QD, ..., and nth closest QD.
We point out that the layer is formed by two sizes of QDs

(red and black dots in the inset of Figure 4b)it is also done
the same way in experimental preparation.
The analysis of a large population of QDs allows us to

construct distribution histograms as shown in Figure 4b. From
the histograms it is clear that the distance to the closest QD is
relatively well-defined. In most cases it is the distance of QDs
separated only by a linker layer. However, distance to other
neighbors starts to have a big dispersion, increasing with n. This
is a consequence of randomness of our cluster which is not
present in ideal models.
An additional benefit of the direct simulation of the QD

layers consists of obtaining a realistic volume fraction of QDs in
the layer (∼0.2 in all cases) as well as linker layers (∼0.15).
Here 65% of voids in the densely packed film might seem a
surprisingly high value, but it should be noted that a ball fills
only 52% of the corresponding cube. This means that from our
model we still obtain a densely packed film. By using the
Bruggeman model we can determine from the refractive index
of CdSe (2.7), the linker layer (∼1.4), and air (1), the effective
refractive index of the whole layer (1.28 to 1.35) (Supporting
Information).39

Calculation of FRET Rates. It is possible to perform the
above-described simulation for all QD films studied exper-
imentally in this work. For each case we get different
histograms of the QD distance to the nth closest neighbor.
From the histogram we can determine probability p(Rcc1, ...,
Rccn) of a QD having its first neighbor at distance Rcc1, ..., and
nth neighbor at distance Rccn. We can also determine the rate of
Förster transfer for such combination of QD distancesit will
be the sum of transfer rates to each of the neighbor:

= + +

+

k R R k R k R

k R

( , ..., ) ( ) ( ) ...

( )
n

n

ET cc1 cc ET cc1 ET cc2

ET cc (5)

By using the FRET theory extended by Bessel function
distribution of dipole moments (eq 4), we obtain kET rate for
each combination and their sum. Because the position of the

nth neighbor is not a single value, but a distribution, we obtain
distribution of FRET rates with various probabilities and we can
create a histogram of the rates (see Figure 5). Parameters used
to calculate the FRET rate for each case are listed in Table 1.
Histograms of QD−QD distances for each case can be found in
SI.

Now we can turn to the obtained FRET rate distributions
(see Figure 5). The FRET rate is mostly determined by the
distance to the closest neighbor, and this distance is relatively
well determined even in the random layer. Therefore, the rates
form a distribution around a mean value on a nanosecond time
scale (see Figure 5)in all cases the mean value agrees (within
experimental error) with the FRET rate determined by a simple
single-exponential fitting of data.
When we reconstruct the expected curves of FRET (red

lines) and compare them to our experimental results (blue
lines), we obtain a remarkable agreement in all cases. We

Figure 5. Ratio of transferred excitons and distribution of FRET
lifetimes. Left panels: experimental ratio of the excitons transferred (0
↔ no FRET, 1 ↔ all excitons transferred) to donor (blue lines)
compared to the theoretical prediction (red line). Right panels:
distribution of FRET lifetimes for each modeled case (see text for
details).

Table 1. List of the Key Parameters Used in the Calculations
of FRET Rates

key parameters A+B A+C B+C

volume fraction of QDs (%) 16 24 24
volume fraction of linkers (%) 20 14 15
volume fraction of air (%) 64 62 61
refractive index of a QD 2.7
refractive index of the linker 1.4
refractive index of air 1
effective refractive index 1.28 1.35 1.35
spectral overlap (1016 1/mol 1/cm
1/nm)

1.17 10.9 12.2

donor quantum yield (%) 12 12 8
mean donor exciton lifetime (ps) 24 000 24 000 28 000
R0 (nm) 5.6 7.8 7.4
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conclude that the combination of realistic simulation of closely
stacked QD layers, together with distributed-dipole FRET
theory, can describe the process of energy transfer between
QDs very well. Moreover, it is worth stressing that the FRET
histograms have been calculated based on literature values and
simulations; therefore, there is no free parameter in the
presented theory.
When comparing experimental data and theoretical simu-

lations in Figure 5, amplitudes of the theoretical curves had to
be scaled down to reproduce the results. FRET lifetimes of
1−3 ns should, in comparison to the lifetime of an exciton in a
QD (more than 20 ns in our case), lead to a FRET efficiency
close to 100%. In reality, however, only about 50% of excitons
are transferred, as one can deduce from the change in ratios of
single-color spectra of the donor QDs (Figure 3). This
originates from the contribution of several processes. First,
agglomeration of QDs into clusters revealed by AFM images
reduces the FRET efficiency. Second, the minor fast
component in the intrinsic exciton dynamics, which has a
lifetime of about 1 ns (Supporting Information), shows that
there is an additional fast recombination competing with FRET.

This leads again to a decrease in the resulting FRET efficiency.
Finally, the model assumes ideal intermixing of two sizes of
QDs (Supporting Information). In the real films some islands
of single-sized QDs might appear. Even if FRET between the
QDs of the same size can take place, it does not contribute to
the FRET presented in Figure 5 and diminish the resulting
FRET amplitude.
Finally, the question may arise, why the previous reports of

FRET on QDs could reproduce FRET rates well with a simple
FRET theory applied to ideally stacked QD layers. This is likely
a consequence of the fact that the two corrections introduced in
this article have opposite effects. On one hand, the distribution
of dipole moments increases the FRET rate between two close
QDs. On the other hand, in randomly stacked layers the QD−
QD distance is on average longer than that in the idealized
cases.

Directed Energy Transfer between Layers of QDs with
Different Sizes. In various devices it is of interest to maintain
spatially directed energy transfer in QD films. For instance, in
QD-sensitized solar cells, energy funneling toward QDs which
are in contact with metal oxide enables charge separation even

Figure 6. FRET in ordered QD filmsPL analysis: (a) PL spectra of the ordered QD films A, B+C, and A+B+C. (b) PL spectra of the ordered QD
films A, 2B+C, and A+2B+C. Excitation wavelength was 420 nm. (c) PL ratio between neat QD B film on glass and QD B film with top layer of QD
C serving as quencher. The number of layers of QD B film varies from 1 to 5. The thicknesses of such films were estimated considering the mean size
of individual QD together with capping agent (4.7 nm for QD B). Red line represents the theoretical fit using one-dimensional diffusion equation to
extract exciton diffusion length LD. The inset illustrates the structure of the measured samples.
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for multiple layers of QDs. Such multilayer devices can absorb
more light and provide significantly better performance. In
order to investigate transport efficiency due to directed FRET
between layers of QDs with different sizes, we have studied
energy transfer in such a system.
We have prepared two types of ordered multilayer QD films,

which are schematically depicted in Figure 6a,b. A monolayer of
the C-type QDs (biggest QDs, lowest energy) was deposited as
a bottom layer and covered by one or two monolayers of the B-
type QDs (we get B+C, and 2B+C films, respectively). After
measuring the PL of the films (B+C and 2B+C) as a reference,
we deposit an additional monolayer of the A-type QDs on the
top of the films (forming A+B+C and A+2B+C films) and
determine changes in the PL after the deposition. Figure 6a,b
illustrates the effect of the additional A-type layer on the PL
spectra. The QD deposition was carried out by spin-coating and
the formed “monolayers” are not ideal; nevertheless, they are
very close to the actual monolayers (Supporting Information).
In the A+B+C film (see Figure 6a blue spectrum), the PL

spectra exhibit a substantial increase in the C-type PL
compared with the B+C film without the A-type layer (red
spectrum). At the same time the emission from the A-type QDs
is mostly quenched in the A+B+C sample (compare to the gray
spectrum of the neat A-type film). Therefore, we can attribute
the PL changes to the exciton transfer from A to C. We stress
that the measurements were done under N2 atmosphere, and
low cw excitation (<0.5 mW/cm2) and fast PL acquisition
(30 s) were used. Therefore, we did not observe any indication
of PL photoenhancement or photoquenching.
Now we will turn to the case where we deposit two

monolayers of the B-type QDs (see Figure 6b). The PL
intensity of C-type QDs in the 2B+C film (red spectrum) is
more pronounced due to the energy transfer from QDs B.
However, in the film A+2B+C (blue spectrum) the additional
emission from QD A excitons is not as large as in the first case.
This is expected since a large number of the excitons from the
A-type QDs will not reach the C layer and will recombine
within the B-type double-layer.
Quantitative analysis of the exciton flow can be performed by

comparison of the integrated PL intensity within spectral
regions corresponding to emission from different QDs. First of
all, we can compare emission from the A-type QDs in the neat
A-type film and in the ordered films. In both cases (A+B+C and
A+2B+C films), we obtain that about 90% of all excitons is
transferred away from the A-type QDs. This is expected due to
relatively fast FRET (compared to the exciton lifetime).
Moreover, from the data we can obtain information about

ratio of the excitons transferred from QDs A to QDs C (RAC).
In principle, the absolute RAC value can be calculated; however,
we need to use a number of assumptions and uncertain
parameters introducing a significant error into the estimates.
Alternatively, we can calculate the ratio between the RAC value
in the A+2B+C and A+B+C films (Supporting Information):
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C
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(6)

where IC
A2BC denotes the PL intensity of the C-type QD in the

AcL intensities). Experimentally we obtain the ratio 0.8, which
means that the extra layer of the B-type QDs in the A+2B+C
structure reduces the amount of the transferred excitons by
20%.

Since the additional B-type layer has a pronounced effect on
the exciton funneling efficiency, it is of interest to quantify how
the situation changes for an even higher number of deposited
B-type monolayers. To quantify it, we have used an experiment
commonly employed for the organic solar cell materials, where
an emission from the thin film of conjugated polymers is
measured first for the neat film and subsequently for the same
film, where the surface is covered by an efficient PL
quencher.41,42 The ratio between PL from the neat and the
quenched film is determined for several film thicknesses
allowing to extract the so-called exciton diffusion length LD,
which determines an average distance that an exciton can travel
in the material before its recombination.
In the ordered QD layers, the directed FRET can be

evaluated analogously if we consider the energy acceptor
(bigger QDs) as a “quencher”. The experiment has been carried
out for a sample consisting of only two sizes of QDsthe B-
type QDs as a donor and the C-type QDs as an acceptor. In
this case the analysis is simpler and allows us to quantify the
transfer ratio. We formed a structure of B-type multilayers (1−5
layers), where the C-type QDs are deposited in the last step on
the top of the B-type layers (see scheme in Figure 6c)
(Supporting Information).
The exciton diffusion length can be extracted by monitoring

changes in the PL from the B-type QDs for the increasing
number of the B-type QD layers (i.e., layer thickness)see
Figure 6a. In particular, we calculated a ratio between PL
intensity of the B-type QDs in the film B+C and the neat B film
(the intensities were integrated over the whole emission
band)see Figure 6c (Supporting Information).
In case of the B-type monolayer, almost all (∼95%) excitons

of the layer B were transferred to the layer C (see Figure 6c).
At the same time we observe that the quenched B-type
emission is accompanied by enhancement of the C-type PL
(Supporting Information). This is an expected situation, since
we have shown that the B−C FRET time is about 3 ns and a
vast majority of the excitons with the mean lifetime of about
28 ns should be transferred. With increasing B-type layer
thickness, many excitons do not reach the B/C interface and
cannot be transferred to the C-type QD layer. This is leading to
an increased B/C PL ratio.
We can obtain the exciton diffusion length LD = 9 nm by

using, analogously to the conjugated polymer films, a fitting
model based on the one-dimensional exciton diffusion equation
(red line in Figure 6c) (Supporting Information).43 This shows
that the excitation can only safely migrate via FRET through
1−2 monolayers of QDs, and for more layers, the funneling
efficiency drops rapidly. It is worth stressing that this applies to
a layer consisting of QDs with the same size.
We have developed in the previous sections a theoretical

model describing FRET in random monolayers. Here we will
demonstrate that the model can also be used for the ordered
monolayers and reproduce our experimental results. The QD
films for calculations were “prepared” by analogous consequent
“deposition” of QDs of type C, B, and A, respectively, so that
each size forms a random monolayer. The calculated structures
can therefore simulate situations in the A+B+C and A+2B+C
films, which were experimentally studied (see Figure 6b and c).
An example of the structure of three layers that we obtained

is depicted in Figure 7 (left upper panel). In the calculated
structure we pick a random QD of type A, where the exciton is
created, and we find all neighboring QDs of type A, B, and C,
which are less than 12 nm away. For each of them, we can
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calculate FRET rate by using data in Table 1 and additional
data for A−A and B−B transfer (Supporting Information).
Excitation in QD A can either recombine (for mean lifetime

see Table 1) or can undergo FRET to another QD. The
simulations use a Monte Carlo algorithm to choose which
process takes place by a rate-weighted random choice between
all possible transfer steps. The delay after excitation, when the
process takes place, is calculated as −ln(r)/kTOT (see SI for
derivation of the expression), where kTOT stands for total sum
of rates of all incorporated processes and r stands for a random
number from the uniform distribution (0, 1). After the process
selection, the calculation is repeated until excitation has
recombined.
By repeating the simulation 50 000× on films of three

monolayers of QDs we consistently obtain that about 80% of all
excitons initially created in QDs A are transferred to QDs C.
Our calculations allow us also to plot the population of each
type of QD after excitation (see Figure 6, upper right panel). It
clearly demonstrates that the majority of excitons is transferred
first to the B-type QDs and finally to the C-type QDs. On
average the excitons on the way through the whole film travel
about 14 nm (sum of center-to-center distances between QDs)
before they reach the layer C, yet the losses are less than 20%.
It takes about 10 ns to transport the vast majority of all excitons
to layer C. We will now turn to the second experimentally
investigated ordered film, where the two B-type layers are
deposited (see Figure 7, lower left panel). Monte Carlo
simulations show that the directed FRET becomes significantly
slower due to the necessity to overcome the double layer of B,
where the B−B transfer is relatively slow due to reduced
spectral overlap of B-type absorption and emission. The
resulting efficiency drops to 60%, i.e., the losses double due
to the additional layer. At the same time, more than 15 ns is
needed to transfer most of the excitons to the lowest QD layer.
We can now compare the experimental results with the

calculations. First, the calculations can provide us with ratio of
excitons transferred via FRET away from the QDs A. From the

calculations we obtain 94%, which is in good agreement with
the experiment (about 90%).
Second, we can compare the ratio of the A to C exciton

transfer for the two studied cases (A+B+C and A+2B+C).
Theoretical calculations predict a drop of 25% (ratio 0.75). The
experimental work gives us a very good agreement predicting a
drop of 20% (ratio 0.8). The absolute ratios of the transferred
excitons from A to C based on calculations (80% and 60% for
the A+B+C case and A+2B+C case, respectively) can give us an
idea of the obtainable efficiency. It is, however, likely that the
calculations represent an idealized case, whereas the exper-
imental value will be lower due to sample imperfections and
possible carrier trapping.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a study of FRET in random densely packed
QD layers by using TA spectroscopy on QDs with different
sizes. We demonstrate a feasible way of fitting the TA spectra of
QD layers with multiple sizes, which is able to separate FRET
contribution from all intrinsic exciton decay pathways in QDs.
The method is further capable of obtaining the whole FRET
kinetics instead of a single lifetime.
We were able to reproduce the measured FRET dynamics by

using theoretical calculations employing a realistic model of
FRET in a random closely stacked QD layer. We clearly
demonstrate that the distribution of dipole moments in QD is
an important correction for the FRET in QD layers. This
approach has provided a quantitative way to evaluate the energy
migration process within QD systems.
Finally, we employ experiment and theory to determine

energy funneling in ordered QD layers and calculate that
energy funneling of 80% can be achieved through a three-layer
system. We argue that QD-based optoelectronic devices with
optimal design can highly benefit from efficient FRET.
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